
Dear Rallyist, 

Wish you were here? I’m so excited about the 

GPO RallyGPO RallyGPO RallyGPO Rally    on the    5555thththth    ––––    7777thththth    OctoberOctoberOctoberOctober 
 

The Barrel Bikers MccBarrel Bikers MccBarrel Bikers MccBarrel Bikers Mcc put on a great show 

bar, 4 great bands4 great bands4 great bands4 great bands, , , , field kitchenfield kitchenfield kitchenfield kitchen    and and and and 

areaareaareaarea.... The famous chillichillichillichilli will be back and the loos are 

clean. No relation to the chilli, honest!! 

range of stallsstallsstallsstalls and sillysillysillysilly gamesgamesgamesgames. The bonfirebonfirebonfirebonfire

alight all weekend to keep you warm. All this for on
 

The rally sold out last The rally sold out last The rally sold out last The rally sold out last yearyearyearyear so you’d better be 
quick. The field is really flat for camping and has great 

views, especially the sunset / sunrise. 

It’s just north of Milton Keynes, 50 miles

London. It’s held on a working farm so no dogsno dogsno dogsno dogs

allowed, except the farm dogs who love it

traditional traditional traditional traditional bike rallybike rallybike rallybike rally so no carsno carsno carsno cars please.
 

Please, please come and join me and we can pa

best rally in the UK  ☺ 
 

 

Love from Graz in the Red Hat 

 

Back Patch by Prior Arrangement Only 

I’m so excited about the 38383838thththth    

 2018201820182018. 

put on a great show with a real ale 

and and and and indoor seating indoor seating indoor seating indoor seating 
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the chilli, honest!! There’s also a 
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For tickets visit: 
 

 www.barrelbikers.co.uk
  

Twitter@barrelbikers

 Facebook – Barrel Bikers

 Tickets on sale at Firkin O’Bitter Rally 2018  

Or on-line from 1st 

   

Enquires to Rallysec@Barrelbikers.co.uk

or 07554 447225 
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